November 19, 2003

BEATRICE CARBONA
GRACE CHIU
HAI DOAN

RE: Release: 1534
Service Request: 80661, 14898, 16920
Error Reports: 1891
Programs: PPCTCTTE, PPCTCTTU, PPCTDETE, PPCTR38, PPCTT38,
PPPVREDO, PPPVREDT, PPP711, USER06
Copymembers: CPCTCTTI, CPWSXIDC, CPWSXTEI
Include Members: PPPVZCTT
DDL Members: PPPVZCTT, TBCTT00C, TBCTT01A
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
CICS Help: EDB0109, EDB0110, EDB0141
Forms: UPAY814
Table Updates: System Messages Table, Code Translation Table, Data Element Table,
Urgency: Not Urgent (see Timing of Installation)

Service Request 80661
Service Request 80661 asks for the addition of new Separation Reason Codes (EDB0141) to track layoffs with
severance and layoffs with reduced severance and rehire/recall rights. This Service Request also asked for several
Separation Reason Codes to be modified and several to be made obsolete. It was also requested that CICS Help
Text be modified accordingly and that the PPS Web EDB Data Dictionary be updated to reflect these changes. With
this release these modifications have been accomplished. Value Edits for Separation Reason Code now are
accomplished via Table Edit 6 in program USER06. NOTE: An updated version of form U5602 Unemployment
Insurance Termination Report will be made available for Human Resources and Benefits by December 19th, 2003.

Service Request 14898
Service Request 14898 asks for the addition of two new Visa Code values. It was also requested that CICS Help
Text be modified accordingly and that the PPS Web EDB Data Dictionary be updated to reflect these changes. With
this release these modifications have been accomplished. Value Edits for Visa Code now are accomplished via
Table Edit 6 in program USER06.

Service Request 16920
Service Request 16920 requests that a new Table Edit on the Data Element Table be established to allow validation
of valid values by looking up the data element on the Code Translation Table (CTT). The edit requires that there be
at least one entry on the CTT for the data element number and code value being updated. With this release this
modification has been accomplished. EDB data element Value Edits may now be accomplished via Table Edit 6 in
program USER06.
Error Report 1891
Error Report 1891 reported that the Help text for Citizen Code (EDB 0109) value ‘S’ was in need of revision. With this release, this help text has been revised as requested.

Programs

PPCTDETE
PPCTDETE performs transaction data edits for updates of the Data Element Table. It has been modified such that an asterisk in the first byte of the value/range edit field will cause all value/range edit values to be deleted.

PPCTCTTE
PPCTCTTE performs transaction data edits for updates of the Code Translation Table. It has been modified to edit the new CTT Value Obsolete flag field. The allowed values are blank and ‘Y’. All other values result in a transaction rejection.

PPCTCTTU
PPCTCTTU performs table updates of the Code Translation Table. It has been modified to update or insert the new CTT Value Obsolete flag field.

PPCTR38
PPCTR38 creates the Code Translation Table report. It has been modified to display the new CTT Value Obsolete flag field.

PPCTT38
PPCTT38 creates the internal work transaction from the input transactions for updates of the Code Translation Table. It has been modified to process the new CTT Value Obsolete flag field.

PPPVREDO
Program PPPVREDO is the on-line value/range edit module. This module has been modified such that the Data Element Number is moved to the Table Edit Interface (CPWSXTEI).

PPPVREDT
Program PPVREDT performs all data element editing except for consistency edits. This module has been modified such that the Data Element Number is moved to the Table Edit Interface (CPWSXTEI).

USER06
Program USER06 performs data element table edits. This module has been modified to include new Table Edit 6. This Table Edit searches the Code Translation table for at least one match on data element number and value. If a match is found, the data element passes the value edit and if not, a message is issued to indicate that the value is out of range.

PPP711
Program PPP711 program creates the Corporate Personnel System Employee file from EDB data. This module has been modified to map Separation Reason Codes to particular values based upon the specifications of the service request.

Copymembers

CPCTCTTI
CPCTCTTI defines working storage for the internal work transaction for Code Translation Table. The new CTT Value Obsolete flag field has been added.

CPWSXTEI
CPWSXTEI defines working storage for the Table Edit interface. The EDB Data Element Number has been added to this interface.

CPWSXIDC
CPWSXIDC defines various constants used in the EDB fetch complex. MAX-T-EDIT has been modified to set the maximum number of Table Edits, for use by USER06, to +6.

**Include Members**

PPPVZCTT
PPPVZCTT defines the working storage and view for the PPPCTT table. It has been modified to include the new CTT Value Obsolete flag.

**DDL Members** PPPVZCTT, TBCTT00C, TBCTT01A

PPPVZCTT
PPPVZCTT creates a View of the PPPCTT table. It has been modified to include the new CTT Value Obsolete flag.

TBCTT00C
TBCTT00C creates the PPPCTT table.

TBCTT01A
TBCTT01A is an Alter Table for the PPPCTT table. It adds the new CTT Value Obsolete flag.

**Forms**

UPAY814 Code Translation Table
The form has been modified to add a one character field for the CTT Value Obsolete flag in column 80.

**Table Updates**

System Messages Table
A new Message has been added for the CTT Value Obsolete flag related edit.

Code Translation Table
Code translations for Visa Code (EDB0110) and Separation Reason Code (EDB0141) have been added to the Code Translation Table.

Data Element Table
The Data Element Table entries for Visa Code and Separation Reason Code have been modified such that value edits for these data elements will be accomplished by USER06 table edit 6.

**CICS Help**

CICS online Help Text has been modified for the following data elements: EDB 0109, EDB 0110 and EDB 0141.

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan has been issued with this release.

**Installation Instructions**
A separate set of Installation Instructions has been issued with this release.

**Timing of Installation**

Installation of this release is Not Urgent. This release should be installed by mid-December.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.

Susan B. Isaacs

cc: Jerry Wilcox